Baker And Hanszen Invited to Jones

By Wanda Phears and Ann Kriegl

The Jones girls have invited Baker and Hanszen Colleges to their Commons for dancing Friday night. (It must be the Valentine spirit!)

The music will begin at 8 p.m. and cokes will be served. Casual clothes should be worn, and town students are especially encouraged to come.

Holiday Parties

Seniors started their last semester together with a class party Sunday night. Voices, lifted to the harmonious strains of ballads, filled the American Legion Hall as class spirit was boosted. Charlotte Reeves, Mike Bennett, Joe Rodarte, Les Grady and Patty Sparling were among those dancing to the music of the combo.

New Orleans was a magnet during the mid-term holidays. Rosalynn Revis and Clyde Mayo feasted at the Court of Two Sisters, while the horse races attracted Jess Stuart and Doug Hansen. Don Teal and Dick Bloom visited Tulane Medical School and Bill Delaney and Steve Rider were among the crowd having a breakfast of flaming omelets at Brennans.

Thresher Editor Buddy Herz and Arnold Victor had dates with Newcomb girls Sandy Spark and Margie Kendis while Dale Friend and Merritt Kolodnik found Loyola girls Kathy Cullen and Carolyn Meyers to their liking.

Thirty-eight children were guests of Jones College last Wednesday afternoon. The little ones showed the girls a good time, and vice versa. The children, from the Mary Burnett Home, were of elementary school age. Everyone enjoyed one big "recess" with games and refreshments for all.

Coming Events

Saturday, February 27, is the date set for the Rally Club all-school party. The theme of this affair, which will replace Bum's Rush, is to be announced next week.

Go Western! Go to the Tiajuana Stomp, Saturday night. Tickets will be on sale at the door by the Sophomores.

Engagements

Chris Brewer to Bobby Nunes.
Margie Moore to Art Baker.
Mary Margaret Hieith to Tom Whipple.
Carolyn Midkiff to Jim Strange